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[MICRO 2004, Gracia-Pérez et al.]
Need for systematic 
quantitative comparison
Computer Architecture Research
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Design space exploration: need more 
than intuition and experience?
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Time-to-market
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Software compatibility
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Isolate the hardware block, possibly by from centralized control 
to distributed control
Software compatibility
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Self-Configuration and parameters legality
Models of computation
Wrapping in SystemC-based on UNISIM  communication layer
Case study
Memory sub-system for 
embedded processor
PowerPC405
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Accurate comparison needs compiler 
tuning as well
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Best data cache mechanisms per area
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CONCLUSIONS:
1. Contrast to 
Gracia-Pérez et 
al. [MICRO 2004]
2. No clear winner
3. Close to tuned 
parametric cache
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Composing cache hierarchies
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Speedup and Energy Improvement
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ARCHEXPLORER.ORG
Check out this website:
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Open for your ideas!
NoC, compiler extensions,...
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